[Objective vocal evaluation of dysphonia by simultaneous measurement of acoustic and aerodynamic parameters with the EVA device].
Authors present the analysis of the voice in 88 normal subjects and 159 dysphonic patients by simultaneously measurements of Jitter (acoustical short-term indicator of aperiodicity) and "Glottal Leakage" (aerodynamic parameter calculated by the ratio of Oral Airflow and Intensity). All the measurements were performed, with EVA apparatus, on the most stable part of a steady-state vowel /a/. The reference method was the rating by a jury along a global perceptual scale. Statistical tests confirm that Jitter and "Glottal Leakage" are relevant to evaluate the quality of the voice. Discriminant analysis allows to find out a fairly-good rate of discrimination of 63.1% (Randomly rating would have been 25%) The authors conclude on the interest of such a protocol and present suggestions to improve it by taking in count phénomena during the vocal attack and middle-term variations.